CASE STUDY

Nike Golf SEO
BACKGROUND
Nike Golf Nike began making golf shoes in 1986, and is now one of the most ubiquitous
golf brands in the world, sponsoring a stable of the sports’ most recognizable athletes,
including Tiger Woods. In addition to shoes, Nike is now known for producing some of the
sports’ finest high-performance apparel, clubs, balls, and bags.

CHALLENGE
The main challenge for Nike was that the core site lived on a platform that hindered
crawling and indexing. Employing best practices for site code, meta data, and other key
technical elements, simply was not possible. As a result, Nike lacked search presence
outside of traffic driven by brand and athlete oriented keywords. This conflicted severely
with Nike’s initiative to reach a wider range of golf enthusiast and boost brand and

PROJECT

Struggling to improve
non-branded organic
search traffic with a site that
had significant technical
barriers, Nike worked with
6D Analytics to leverage offsite activity to significantly
increase rankings for highvalue broad keywords.

product awareness.
SERVICES

SOLUTION
With limited access and ability to add on-site content, 6D Analytics focused more on
building page authority around Nike Golf by focusing on social and off-line activities.
Specifically, 6D Analytics helped the brand utilize the high-profile athletes and the social
signals that resonated from any public activity with the brand and equipment. This included
releases of new clubs, balls and apparel – and the use of that equipment at PGA and
other professional events. In conjunction with these efforts, 6D Analytics was also able to
engineer technology that allowed search engines to fully index the site, and rank highquality content that previously had been unindexed.
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SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION, SOCIAL AND
OFFLINE ACTIVITY

RESULTS
From the 2010 PGA Tour season through the 2012 season organic search traffic increased

RESULTS BY
THE NUMBERS:

348%. Non-branded keyword traffic increased 250%.
Compared to the 2010 golf season, the 2011 golf season saw a 169% in total increase in
organic search traffic. This includes both branded search (searches for “Nike” related
terms) and non-branded. Between the 2011 and 2012 seasons, the site saw an additional
67% gain. In total, that’s a 348% gain in 2012 over the 2010 golf season.
However, gains in total organic can be deceiving, since increased brand activity, influence,
and attention can lead to big increases in branded search traffic. To truly assess an SEO
campaign’s effectiveness, we prefer to look primarily at search traffic from non-branded
keywords.
Between the 2010 and 2011 seasons, non-branded traffic actually slipped by 17% as we
were making our way through the process of resolving Nike Golf’s challenges. However,
once our plan was implemented, we saw significant growth. Between the 2011 and 2012
golf seasons, the site saw a 250% gain in traffic from non-branded searches.

THE REACTION
The Nike Golf team was incredibly impressed by the magnitude of our SEO gains, monthover-month and year-over-year, during the 2012 golf season. Throughout this process,
we’ve demonstrated the importance of both research-driven content optimization and
search engine accessibility as a means of achieving business goals. These lessons were
applied when Nike Golf 360 launched on a highly accessible HTML5-based platform.
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